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We give a comprehensive analysis of interrelations between the basic concepts of
Ž .the modern theory of symmetry classical and non-classical reductions of partial
differential equations. Using the introduced definition of reduction of differential
Ž .equations we establish equivalence of the non-classical conditional symmetry and
Ž .direct Ansatz approaches to reduction of partial differential equations. As an
illustration we give an example of non-classical reduction of the nonlinear wave
equation in 1 q 3 dimensions. The conditional symmetry approach when applied to
the equation in question yields a number of non-Lie reductions which are far-re-
aching generalizations of the well-known symmetry reductions of the nonlinear
wave equations. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The notion of a non-classical symmetry was introduced by Bluman and
w xCole as early as in 1969 1 . However, non-trivial examples of non-classical
Ž .symmetries for nonlinear partial differential equations PDEs appeared
w xmuch later in the papers by Olver and Rosenau 2, 3 and by Fushchych
w xand Tsyfra 4 . These papers, together with the ones by Fushchych and
w x w x w xZhdanov 5 , Clarkson and Kruskal 6 , and Levi, and Winternitz 7 , gave a
start to an intensive search for non-classical symmetries of a wide range of
nonlinear differential equations. Following the suggestion by Fushchych
w x8]10 we call these kinds of non-Lie symmetries conditional symmetries
Ž .CSs .
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The vast majority of the papers devoted to constructing CSs of nonlinear
PDEs consider equations having two independent variables only. This is
explained by the fact that the determining PDEs for CSs are nonlinear and
have the dimension which is equal to the sum of the number of dependent
and independent variables of the PDE under study. That is why there is no
systematic general procedure for obtaining CSs of multi-dimensional non-
linear PDEs. Constructing CS for a specific multi-dimensional differential
equation requires preliminary guesswork enabling one to reduce the
w xdimension of the system of determining PDEs. In the papers 5, 11]18
devoted to studying CSs of multi-dimensional nonlinear equations of
Ž Ž .quantum field theory wave, Dirac, Levi-Leblond and SU 2 Yang]MillsÁ
.equations we developed an efficient approach based on fixing a special
Ansatz for a conditionally invariant solution to be found. The underlying
idea for choosing such an Ansatz was a proper use of Lie symmetry
Žproperties of the equation under consideration a complete account of the
w x.results obtained in this way can also be found in 19 .
There exist a number of different approaches to utilizing CSs of PDEs
in order to reduce these to equations with fewer independent variables.
However, with all the differences between these methods they can be
classified into two major groups. The first one is composed of the methods
that are close to the traditional Lie approach and can be regarded as the
w x``infinitesimal methods for finding CS'' 1]5, 7, 20]25 . The central role is
played by infinitesimal CSs within the class of first-order differential
operators. Given an operator of conditional symmetry, we can construct an
Ansatz reducing the dimension of PDE under study. The second group of
w x Ž w xmethods is the ``direct'' ones 6, 11]18, 26]28 see also 29 and the
.references therein that goes up, probably, to the papers by Fourier and
Euler devoted to finding particular solutions of the two-dimensional heat
Ž .equation with the help of a substitution of a special separated form.
Namely, the methods in question are based on fixing a special Ansatz for a
solution to be found. As a rule, these Ansatze contain arbitrary functionsÈ
which are to be so chosen that some reduction requirements must be met.
One of the principal motivations for writing the present article is studying
interrelations between these approaches. A necessary ingredient of such
study is a precise mathematical definition of reduction of PDEs. We
attempt to give this definition which is the core result of the paper. Based
on this definition is our proof of equivalence of the above two approaches
Žto reduction of PDEs provided some reasonable restrictions are met see
w x.also 30 . The present paper is a natural continuation of our earlier papers
w x20, 31 , where some ideas presented below were indicated. We present
these ideas in a rigorous mathematical form which, as we believe, should
give new insights into the theory of conditional symmetries of PDEs.
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È2. ANSATZE AND INVOLUTIVE SETS OF OPERATORS
Consider a family of first-order differential operators in the variables
Ž .x s x , . . . , x , u1 n
n › ›
Q s j x , u q h x , u , a s 1, . . . , m , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýq ai a› x › uiis1
where j , h are some continuously differentiable functions in an openai a
domain in R nq1, m - n. The variable u is regarded as dependent; i.e., it
Ž .corresponds to the function u s u x . In a sequel, we suppose that the
conditions of the theorem about implicit function are fulfilled, wherever
applicable.
Ž .DEFINITION 1. A family of first-order differential operators 1 is called
c Ž .involutive if there exist smooth functions m x, u , a, b, c s 1, . . . , m,ab
such that
m
cw xQ , Q s m Q , a, b s 1, . . . , m. 2Ž .Ýa b ab c
cs1
The simplest example of an involutive family of operators is given by
first-order differential operators forming a Lie algebra. In this case mc sab
const, a, b, c s 1, . . . , m are called structure constants of the Lie algebra.
This implication has far-reaching consequences in the modern theory of
non-Lie reductions of PDEs. This is explained by the fact that involutive
Ž .families of operators of the form 1 play the same role in the theory of
non-classical symmetry reductions of PDEs having non-trivial conditional
symmetries as that played by finite-dimensional Lie algebras in the theory
of symmetry reductions of invariant PDEs.
Ž .In a sequel we consider involutive families of operators 1 satisfying an
additional constraint
m mn nrank j x , u s rank j x , u , h x , u s m. 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ai is1 ai is1as1 as1
Ž .By direct computation we check that, if operators 1 form an involutive
family, then the family of differential operators
m
mXQ s l x , u Q , det l x , u / 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýa ab b ab a , bs1
bs1
Ž w x. Ž .is also involutive see also 20 . Furthermore, the involutive family 4 is
Ž .easily seen to obey the condition 3 .
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Ž .Provided the relation of the form 4 holds, two involutive families of
 4  X 4operators Q and Q are called equivalent. This equivalence relationa a
splits the set of involutive families of m operators into equivalence classes
forming the quotient set. We denote this set as I.
Ž .It is a common knowledge that conditions 2 are sufficient for the
system of PDEs
n › u
Y x , u , u s j x , u y h x , u s 0, a s 1, . . . , m 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýa ai a1 › xiis1
Ž w x.to be compatible the Frobenius theorem 33 . Its general solution can be
locally represented in the form
F W , . . . , W s 0, 6Ž . Ž .1 nq1ym
Ž .where F is an arbitrary smooth function of the variables W , W s W x, u ,j j j
j s 1, . . . , n q 1 y m are functionally independent first integrals of system
Ž .of PDEs 5 .
Ž . Ž .Due to constraint 3 there exists a first integral W x, u such that thek
condition › W r› u / 0 holds locally, since otherwise integralsk
W , W , . . . , W would be functionally dependent.1 2 nq1ym
Ž .Changing, if necessary, enumeration, we can put k s 1. Solving 6 with
respect to W and introducing the notations1
v x , u s W x , u , v x , u s W x , u , j s 1, . . . , n y mŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 j jq1
we get the following expression
v x , u s w v x , u , . . . , v x , u , 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .1 nym
where w is an arbitrary smooth function of the variables v , . . . , v .1 nym
Ž .DEFINITION 2. We call an expression of the form 7 , where w is an
Ž . Ž . Ž .arbitrary smooth function, v x, u , v x, u , . . . , v x, u are function-1 nym
Ž .ally independent and ›vr› u / 0, an Ansatz for the field u s u x .
LEMMA 1. There is one-to-one correspondence between the set of AnsatzeÈ
Ž .for the field u s u x and the elements of the space I.
Ž .Proof. While constructing the general solution of system 5 we have
Ž .shown that each involutive family obeying 3 gives rise to the Ansatz of
Ž .the form 7 . Furthermore, by construction equivalent involutive families
of operators have the same set of functionally independent first integrals.
Hence we conclude that each element of I corresponds to one and only
Ž .one Ansatz 7 .
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Ž .Let us prove the inverse, namely, that each Ansatz 7 correspond to one
Ž .and only one element of the space I. Choose the functions u x, u ,a
a s 1, . . . , m so that the expressions
u x , u , v x , u , v x , u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a j
a s 1, . . . , m , j s 1, . . . , n y m 8Ž .
Ž .are functionally independent. Then the functions 8 form the new coordi-
nate system in the space of variables x, u
y s u x , u , z s v x , u , ¤ s v x , u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a a j j 9Ž .
a s 1, . . . , m , j s 1, . . . , n y m.
Ž .Rewriting 7 in the new variables y, z, ¤ we arrive at the following
expression:
¤ s w z , . . . , z . 10Ž . Ž .1 nym
Ž .Evidently, the formula 10 give the general solution of the system of
PDEs › ¤r› y s 0, a s 1, . . . , m. The operators Q s ›r› y , a sa a a
Ž .1, . . . , m form an involutive family since they commute and fulfill the
Ž .condition 3 . These properties are preserved after rewriting the operators
Q in the initial variables x, u.a
Thus we have constructed an involutive family of operators which
Ž .corresponds to a given Ansatz for the field u s u x . However, this
Ž .correspondence is not one-to-one, since the choice of the functions u x, ua
is ambiguous. Let us show that choosing another set of functions
Ž . Ž .x x, u , . . . , x x, u will lead to an involutive family which is equivalent1 m
to the above obtained involutive family.
Indeed, consider the transformation of variables
yX s x x , u , zX s v x , u , ¤ X s v x , u ,Ž . Ž . Ž .a a j j 11Ž .
a s 1, . . . , m , j s 1, . . . , n y m
Ž . Ž . Ž .which reduces the initial Ansatz to become 10 . Comparing 9 and 11
we conclude that the map relating the coordinate systems y, z, ¤ and
yX, zX,¤ X is of the form
yX s F y , z , ¤ , zX s z , ¤ X s ¤Ž .a a j j
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with a s 1, . . . , m, j s 1, . . . , n y m. Consequently, the operators ›r› y ,a
after being rewritten in the new variables yX, zX, ¤ X read
m X m m› › y › › F › › Fb b b Xs s s Q , a s 1, . . . , m.Ý Ý ÝX X b› y › y › y › y › y › ya a b a b abs1 bs1 bs1
5 5 mSince det › F r› y / 0, hence it follows that the involutive familiesa, bs1b a
Q s ›r› y and QX s ›r› yX are equivalent.a a a a
Thus each involutive family that corresponds to a fixed Ansatz for the
Ž .field u s u x belongs to the same equivalence class. This is the same as
what was to be proved.
3. CONDITIONAL SYMMETRY OF PDES
Consider a PDE of the form
L x , u , u , . . . , u s 0, 12Ž . Ž .r1
Ž . Ž .where x s x , x , . . . , x , u s u x is a sufficiently smooth function and1 2 n
Ž .the symbol u stands for the set of partial derivatives of the function u xs
of the order s, i.e.,
› sudef
u s u s , 1 F i F n , . . . , 1 F i F n .i . . . i 1 ss 1 s½ 5› x ??? › xi i1 s
Ž . Ž .Within the local approach used throughout the paper PDE 12 is
treated as an algebraic equation in the jet space J Ž r . of the order r. Then
L is a smooth function from D into R, where D is an open domain in J Ž r ..
Denote the manifold defined by the equation L s 0 in J Ž r . by L , the
Ž .set of all differential consequences of the system of PDEs 5 of the order
Žnot higher than r y 1 remember that r is the order of the initial equation
Ž .. Ž r .12 by the symbol M and the corresponding manifold in J by M.
The most widely used definition of conditional invariance is the follow-
ing one.
Ž .DEFINITION 3. PDE 12 is conditionally invariant with respect to
Ž .involutive family of operators 1 if the relation
Q L s 0 13Ž .a
Ž .r Ll M
holds ;a s 1, . . . , m. Here the symbol Q stands for the r th prolongation
Ž .rof the operator Q .a
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This definition is very useful when computing CSs for a specific PDE.
However, for theoretical considerations it is preferable to utilize the
alternative definition of conditional invariance given below.
Ž .DEFINITION 4. PDE 12 is conditionally invariant with respect to
Ž .involutive family of operators 1 if the relation
<Q L s 0, where L s L , 14Ž .Ma
Ž .r Ll M
holds ;a s 1, . . . , m. It will be shown below that Definitions 3 and 4 are
w xequivalent. Note that there are some other ways to define CS 1, 2, 7, 34 ;
however, Definition 4 is the most convenient for the purposes of this
paper.
Note. Definitions 3 and 4 make sense provided L l M / B. If this is
not the case, namely, if there exists an involutive family such that L l M
Ž .s B, then we suppose by definition that PDE 12 is conditionally invari-
ant with respect to this family.
Ž .LEMMA 2. Let the system of PDEs 12 be conditionally in¤ariant under
Ž .in¤oluti¤e family of differential operators 1 . Then, it is conditionally in¤ariant
Ž .under in¤oluti¤e family 4 with arbitrary smooth functions l .ab
Proof. To prove the lemma we use the special representation for the
coefficients of the sth prolongation of a first-order operator Q given in
w x32
s n ›
Q s Q q hÝ Ý i ? ? ? i1 k › uŽ . i . . . is ks1 i , . . . , i s1 1 k1 k
n › ›
if Q s j x , u q h x , u ,Ž . Ž .Ý i › x › uiis1
where
n n
h s D ??? D h y j u q j u ,Ý Ýi ? ? ? i i i i i i i ? ? ? i i1 k 1 k 1 kž /
is1 is1
i , . . . , i s 1, . . . , n , k s 1, . . . , s1 k
and
‘ n› › ›
D s q u q u , i s 1, . . . , nÝ Ýi i i ? ? ? i i1 p› x › u › ui i ? ? ? ips1 i , . . . , i s1 1 k1 p
is a total differentiation operator with respect to the variable x .i
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Using the above identity yields the chain of equations that corresponds
Ž . Ž .to condition 13 for the operators 4 :
m
XQ L s l x , u Q LŽ .Ýa ab bž /
bs1Ž . Ž .r rLl M Ll M
m
s l x , u Q L s 0. 15Ž . Ž .Ý ab bž /
bs1 Ž .r Ll M
Evidently, the same arguments apply if we use Definition 4. The chain of
Ž .equations analogous to the above equations 15 is obtained, where one
should replace L by L. The lemma is proved.
One of the important consequences of the above lemma is that while
studying conditional symmetry of PDEs we can restrict our considerations
to elements of the quotient space I. This enables one to choose the most
simple representative of each equivalence class in the way described below.
Ž .Let 1 be an involutive family of differential operators satisfying condi-
Ž . Ž .tion 3 . Then it is possible to choose the functions l x, u and, ifab
necessary, to change enumeration of the variables x , . . . , x in such a way1 n
Ž .that operators 4 take the form
m n n› › › › ›
X X XQ s l j q h s q j q h ,Ý Ý Ýa ab bi b a j až /› x › u › x › x › ui a jbs1 is1 jsmq1
a s 1, . . . , m.
Since the family of operators QX , a s 1, . . . , m is also involutive, therea
c Ž .exist functions m x, u such thatÄab
m
X X Xcw xQ , Q s m Q , a, b s 1, . . . , m.ÄÝa b ab c
cs1
Computing commutators on the left-hand sides of the above equalities
and equating coefficients of the linearly independent differential operators
›r› x , . . . , ›r› x , we have mc s 0, a, b, c s 1, . . . , m. Consequently, op-Ä1 n ab
erators QX form a commutative Lie algebra. Hence, we conclude thata
Ž . Xthere is a local coordinate system 9 such that the operators Q aftera
being rewritten in the variables y, z, ¤ read
›
XQ s , a s 1, . . . , m. 16Ž .a › ya
Consequently, without loss of generality we may consider commuting
families of operators. This fact simplifies calculations, since the latter can
Ž .always be represented in the form 16 .
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Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3. Relation 14 holds true if and only if relation 13 holds true.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case L l M / B. Let us fix an
0 Ž 0 0 0 0. Ž r . 0arbitrary point j s x , u , u , . . . , u g J : j g L l M.r1
As established above we can suppose without loss of generality that the
operators Q commute. Choosing an appropriate coordinate transforma-a
Ž . Ž 0 0.tion 9 in a neighborhood of x , u we reduce them to become Q sa
›r› y . Now the manifold M is determined by the following set of Na
algebraic equations in the space of variables y, z, ¤ , . . . , ¤r1
;s s 1, . . . , r , ; i , . . . , i s 1, . . . , n1 s
M s y , z , ¤ , . . . , ¤ : ¤ s 0 ,Ž . i ? ? ? ir 1 s1½ 5’k s 1, . . . , s : i F mŽ .k
where the variable ¤ of the jet space J Ž r . correspond to the derivativei ? ? ? i1 ss Ž .› ¤r › t ??? › t , t s y ; a s 1, . . . , m and t s z , j s m q 1, . . . , n.i i a a j jym1 s
Taking into account the fact that the relation
L j s L jŽ . Ž .1 1
holds for any point j g L l M and using the definition of the partial1
derivative yield the equality
› L ›L
0 0j s j .Ž . Ž .
› y › ya a
Since j0 is an arbitrary point of L l M , the equation
› L ›L
s 17Ž .
› y › ya aLl M Ll M
holds.
Now taking into-account the fact that an arbitrary order prolongation of
Ž .the operator ›r› y is equal to ›r› y we see that the left-hand side of 17a a
Ž . Ž .coincides with the left-hand side of 13 and the right-hand side of 17
Ž .coincides with the left-hand side of 14 . Hence the validity of the assertion
of the lemma follows.
4. REDUCTION OF PDES
Ž . Ž .We say that Ansatz 7 reduces PDE 12 if the substitution of formulae
Ž . Ž .7 into 12 gives rise to an equation which is equi¤alent to PDE contain-
ing ``new'' independent v , . . . , v and dependent w variables only. To1 nym
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Ž .give a formal definition let us insert Ansatz 7 into the initial equation
Ž . Ž .12 . As a result, we get some pth p F r order PDE
W x , u , w , w , . . . , w s 0,Ž .
p1
where the symbol w stands for the set of k th order derivatives of the
k
function w with respect to the variables v , . . . , v . Eliminating the1 nym
Ž .variables x, u with the help of formulae 8 yields
W X u , . . . , u , v , . . . , v , w , w , . . . , w s 0.ž /1 m 1 nym p1
Ž . Ž .DEFINITION 4. Ansatz 7 reduces PDE 12 if the relation
W X s H u , . . . , u , v , . . . , v , w , w , . . . , wž /1 m 1 nym p1
Ä= L v , . . . , v , w , w , . . . , w 18Ž .Ž .1 nym p1
holds with some function H that does not vanish in D l M. The equation
ÄL s 0 is called the reduced differential equation.
Remark. The reduced differential equation is determined up to a
non-vanishing multiplier depending on v , . . . , v , w, w, . . . , w.1 nym p1
As mentioned in Section 1 there exist two different approaches to
reduction of PDEs that are based on their conditional symmetry. The first
Ž .one is solving the determining equations 13 in order to obtain an
involutive family of operators Q such that the equation under study isa
w xconditionally invariant with respect to these operators. According to 20
an Ansatz corresponding to the thus obtained involutive family reduces the
PDE under study in the sense of Definition 4. Alternatively, one can try to
Ž .construct an Ansatz 7 reducing the PDE under study without solving an
intermediate problem of finding involutive families of operators obeying
Ž .13 . The first approach is usually addressed to as the non-classical or
conditional symmetry reduction method. The second one is called the
Ansatz or direct reduction method. Note that within the framework of the
direct reduction method one always supposes an explicit dependence of an
Ansatz on u, thus restricting the choice of Ansatze to the followingÈ
particular form:
u s f x , w v x , . . . , v x . 19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .1 nym
This assumption simplifies substantially the calculation involved but, on
the other hand, it may result in losing some classes of Ansatze which haveÈ
implicit dependence on u. This is indeed the case for the relativistic
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eikonal equation where some invariant Ansatze cannot be represented inÈ
Ž . w xthe form 19 29 .
Now we are going to prove that the conditional symmetry reduction and
Ansatz approaches are equivalent.
Ž .THEOREM 1. Let system of PDEs 12 be conditionally in¤ariant under the
Ž . Ž .in¤oluti¤e family of differential operators 1 satisfying condition 3 and let
<the function L s L ha¤e the maximal rank on L l M or be identicallyM
Ž . Ž .equal to 0. Then, the Ansatz 7 corresponding to 1 reduces system of PDEs
Ž . Ž . Ž .12 . In¤ersely, let Ansatz 7 reduce PDE 12 . Then there is an in¤oluti¤e
Ž . Ž . Ž .family of operators 1 obeying 3 and corresponding to Ansatz 7 such that
Ž .PDE 12 is conditionally in¤ariant with respect to this in¤oluti¤e family.
Ž .Proof. Conditional symmetry « reduction: Let PDE 12 be condition-
ally invariant with respect to an involutive family of differential operators
Ž . Ž .1 obeying the relation 3 and let the function L have the maximal rank
X Ä Ž .on L l M. If L l M s B, then we can choose H s W , L s 1 in 18 ,
Ž .which means that PDE 12 is reduced to the incompatible equation 1 s 0.
Suppose now that L l M / 0. Using the arguments analogous to those
Ž .applied to prove Lemma 3, we rewrite 14 as follows:
›L
s 0.
› ya Ll M
Making use of the Hadamard lemma, we represent the above relation in
the equivalent form:
L s F L , a s 1, . . . , m. 20Ž .y aa
Consequently, the function L is a solution of the over-determined
Ž .system of PDEs 20 , where F are smooth functions of the variablesa
y, z, ¤ , ¤ Ž z ., . . . , ¤ Ž z .. Here the symbol ¤ Ž z . corresponds to the set of ther s1
s-order derivatives of the function ¤ with respect to the variables z only.
Ž .The necessary and sufficient compatibility conditions of 20 read
› F › Fa by L s 0, a, b s 1, . . . , m. 21Ž .ž /› y › yb a
 4Ls the function L has the maximal rank on L l M s M s 0, L s 0 , in
an arbitrary neighborhood of any point j g L l M in M there exists a
X Ž X. Ž .point j such that L j / 0. In view of this we get from 21 the following
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system of PDEs:
› F › Fa bs , a, b s 1, . . . , m.
› y › yb a
Consequently, there is a function F of the variables y, z, ¤ , ¤ Ž z ., . . . , ¤ Ž z .r1
Ž .such that F s › Fr› y , ;a. Hence we get the general solution of 20a a
Ä 4L s exp F L, 22Ž .
Äwhere L is an arbitrary function of z, ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ .r1Ž .Inserting the Ansatz ¤ s w z , . . . , z invariant under the family of1 nym
operators ›r› y , . . . , ›r› y into L yields1 m
Ä< < < 4L s L s exp F L .¤sw Ž z , . . . , z . ¤sw Ž z , . . . , z . ¤sw Ž z , . . . , z .1 nym 1 nym 1 nym
ŽFor the case L ’ 0 the proof is obvious for example, we can choose
.H ’ 1 and L ’ 0 .
Ž .Reduction « conditional symmetry: Let the Ansatz 7 reduce
Ž . Ž . Ž .PDE 12 . Let us make the change of variables 9 in order to represent 7
Ž .in the form 10 . Then a corresponding involutive family of differential
operators can be chosen as follows: Q s ›r› y . Since the function w isa a
Ž . Ž .arbitrary, to insert the Ansatz 10 into PDE 12 written in the new
Ž .variables y, z, ¤ y, z is the same as considering the intersection of the
manifold L with the manifold M with a subsequent identifying w with ¤ .
By assumption of the theorem a relation of the form
Ä<L s H y , z , w , w , . . . , w L z , . . . , z , w , w , . . . , wŽ . Ž .¤sw Ž z , . . . , z . 1 nym1 nym p p1 1
holds with some non-vanishing H. Consequently,
Ž z . Ž z . Ä Ž z . Ž z .<L s L s H y , z , ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ L z , . . . , z , ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ .M ž / ž /1 nymp p1 1
As the r th prolongation of the operator Q s ›r› y is equal to ›r› y ,a a a
;a, we have
›
Q L s La › yaŽ .r
› H y , z , ¤ , ¤ Ž z . , . . . , ¤ Ž z .ž /p1 Ž z . Ž z .Äs L z , . . . , z , ¤ , ¤ , . . . , ¤ .ž /1 nym p1› ya
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Next, as the function H does not vanish in D l M , the set of solutions of
the equation L s 0 coincides with the set of solutions of the equation
ÄL s 0. Consequently, the relation
Q L s Q L s 0a až /
Ž . Ž .r rLs 0 Ll MM
Ž .holds ;a s 1, . . . , m. Hence, we conclude that the initial PDE 12 written
Ž .in the variables y, z, ¤ y, z is conditionally invariant with respect to the
Ž .involutive family ›r› y . Rewriting 12 and the involutive family ›r› y ina a
the initial variables x, u completes the proof of the theorem.
5. APPLICATION: THE NONLINEAR WAVE EQUATION
Now we are going to consider a specific example enlightening the
Ž . Ž .peculiarities of the Ansatz direct and conditional non-classical symme-
try approaches to the problem of dimensional reduction of PDEs. As a
Ž .basic model we take the nonlinear 1 q 3 -dimensional wave equation
Iu s F u . 23Ž . Ž .
2 2 Ž .Here I s › r› x y D is the d'Alembertian, u s u x is a real-valued0
function of four real variables x , x , x , x , and F is an arbitrary0 1 2 3
continuous function.
Ž .First, we apply the Ansatz approach to reduction of PDE 23 . To this
w xend we utilize an idea suggested in 5 and make use of the Lie symmetry
properties of the equation under study for the sake of elucidating of a
Ž .possible structure of the Ansatz for the u x .
As is well known the maximal in Lie's sense symmetry group admitted by
Ž . Ž .Eq. 23 with an arbitrary F is the ten-parameter Poincare group P 1, 3Â
having the generators
›
P s , J s x P y x P , m , n s 0, 1, 2, 3, m - n . 24Ž .m mn m n n mm› x
Hereafter raising and lowering the indices is performed with the help of
Ž .the metric tensor of the Minkowski space g s diag 1, y1, y1, y1 andmn
the summation convention is used. For example,
x , m s 0,0mx s g x smn n ½ yx , m s a s 1, 2, 3.a
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Ž .Symmetry reduction of Eq. 23 by subgroups of the Poincare group hasÂ
w xbeen performed in 27, 45 . An analysis of thus obtained invariant AnsatzeÈ
Ž .for the scalar field u x shows that they have the same structure
u x s w v x . 25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .The form of a real-valued function v x is determined by the choice of a
Ž .specific subgroup of the group P 1, 3 .
Thus as a first step of our approach we fix the Ansatz for solutions of
Ž . Ž .Eq. 23 to be of the form 25 . However, we do not impose a priori
Ž .restrictions on the choice of unknown function v x . The only require-
Ž . Ž .ment to be met is that inserting the expression 25 into Eq. 23 should
Ž . Ž .yield an ordinary differential equation ODE for the function w v . This
requirement gives rise to a compatible over-determined system of nonlin-
Ž .ear partial differential equations for the functions v x . Any solution of
Ž .the latter after being inserted into formula 25 yields an Ansatz for the
Ž . Ž .scalar field u x reducing Eq. 23 to ODE.
Ž . Ž .Inserting 25 into the nonlinear wave equation 23 gives
›v ›v d2w dw
q I v s F w . 26Ž . Ž .m 2ž /› x › x dvdvm
As the above equation has to be equivalent to ODE for the function
Ž . 2 2w v under arbitrary F, the coefficients of d wrdv , dwrdv have to be
some functions of v. This requirement yields that there exist real-valued
Ž . Ž .functions f v , f v such that1 2
›v ›v
s f v , I v s f v . 27Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2m› x › xm
Ž .System of nonlinear PDEs 27 is the necessary and sufficient condition
Ž . Ž .for the Ansatz 25 to reduce the nonlinear wave equation 23 to an
ordinary differential equation. And, what is more, the equation for the
Ž .function w v reads
d2w dw
f v q f v s F w . 28Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 22 dvdv
Summing up we conclude that any solution of over-determined system of
Ž . Ž .nonlinear PDEs 27 gives rise to an Ansatz for the field u x reducing Eq.
Ž . Ž .23 to an ODE of the form 28 . In particular, any Ansatz corresponding
Ž .to the Lie symmetry of the nonlinear wave equation 23 can be obtained
in this way. However, the Lie Ansatze do not exhaust the set of all possibleÈ
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Ž . Ž .substitutions of the form 25 reducing Eq. 23 to ODEs. This is explained
Ž .by an existence of wide classes of Ansatze 25 that correspond to condi-È
tional symmetry of the nonlinear wave equation and cannot be, in princi-
ple, obtained within the framework of the Lie symmetry approach.
Now we utilize the conditional symmetry approach for obtaining Ansatz
Ž . Ž .25 that reduce a PDE in four dimensions 23 to an ODE. Consider
conditional symmetry of the nonlinear wave equation within the class of
first-order differential operators
›
Q s j x . 29Ž . Ž .m › xm
As we are looking for conditional symmetries that enable reduction of
Ž .23 to an ODE, it is necessary to consider an involutive family of three
Ž . Ž .Ž .differential operators of the form 29 , namely, Q s j x ›r› x , a sa am m
Ž .1, 2, 3. And, what is more, we require that the restriction 3 is respected,
which means that
3 3rank j x s 3.Ž .am ms0as1
Taking into account the above relation, Lemma 2, and also making use of
the Poincare invariance of the equation under study we can alwaysÂ
transform the operators Q , Q , Q to become1 2 3
› ›
Q s y f x , a s 1, 2, 3. 30Ž . Ž .a a› x › xa 0
Ž .It is straightforward to check that the family of operators 30 is involutive
if and only if Q , Q , Q commute each with another. Hence we get the1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .system of three PDEs for the functions f x , f x , f x1 2 3
› f › f › f › fa a b by f s y f ,b a› x › x › x › xb 0 a 0
where a, b s 1, 2, 3, a - b. Its general solution can be represented in the
Ž w x.form see, e.g., 25
y1
›v ›v
f s , a s 1, 2, 3, 31Ž .a ž /› x › xa 0
Ž .where v s v x is an arbitrary twice continuously differentiable function,
›vr› x / 0.0
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Ž . Ž .The condition 13 of invariance of the nonlinear wave equation 23
Ž .with respect to operators 30 after some involved straightforward alge-
braic manipulations reduces to the over-determined system of six PDEs for
the functions f , f , f1 2 3
› f › f › f › fa b a aI f y 2 s 0, y f s 0, a s 1, 2, 3. 32Ž .a b› x › x › x › xb 0 0 b
Ž . Ž .Inserting the expressions for f 31 into 32 and rearranging the obtaineda
Ž .PDEs for the function v x yields
›v › ›v › ›v ›v
y s 0,
mž /› x › x › x › x › x › x0 a a 0 m
›v › ›v ›
y I v s 0ž /› x › x › x › x0 a a 0
with a s 1, 2, 3. Hence we conclude that there are smooth functions
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž m. Ž .f v , f v such that the relations ›vr› x ›vr› x s f v , I v s1 2 m 1
Ž . Ž .f v hold and we arrive at system of PDEs 27 . Consequently, the2
Ž .involutive family 30 necessarily takes the form
y1
› ›v ›v ›
Q s y , a s 1, 2, 3, 33Ž .a ž /› x › x › x › xa a 0 0
Ž . Ž .where the function v s v x is a solution of system 27 .
Ž .As the function v s v x is the first integral of the system of PDEs
Ž . Ž .Q f x s 0, a s 1, 2, 3, the Ansatz for the field u x corresponding to thea
Ž .family Q , Q , Q is given by 25 .1 2 3
Ž . Ž .Thus both Ansatz direct and conditional symmetry non-classical
Ž .approaches to reduction of the nonlinear wave equation 23 to ODEs lead
to the same reduction conditions, namely, to the system of differential
Ž .equations 23 consisting of the nonlinear wave and relativistic
w xHamilton]Jacobi equations. Following 12 we call this system the d'Alem-
bert]Hamilton system.
The d'Alembert]Hamilton system in three dimensions was studied by
w x w x w xJacobi 35 , Smirnov and Sobolev 36, 37 , and later on by Collins 38 .
Ž .Collins constructed the general solution of system of nonlinear PDEs 26
for a complex-valued function of three complex variables. Some exact
solutions of the d'Alembert]Hamilton system in four dimensions have
w x w x w xbeen constructed by Cartan 39 , Bateman 40 , and Erugin 41 . Recently,
Ž .we have constructed the general solution of system 26 for the complex-
w xvalued function of four complex variables 42, 43 .
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w x Ž .As established in 19 , system of PDEs 26 for the real-valued function
Ž .v x is compatible if and only if it is locally equivalent to the system
I v s eNvy1 , › v › mv s e , e s "1, 0, 34Ž . Ž .Ž .m
where N s 0, 1, 2, 3.
Ž .The real form of the general solution of the system of PDEs 34 is given
w xby one of the formulae below 15, 19
I. e s y1
Ž .1 N s 0
v s A t x m q R t , 35Ž . Ž . Ž .m 1
Ž .where t s t x is determined in implicit way
B t x m q R t s 0Ž . Ž .m 2
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .and A t , B t , R t , R t are arbitrary smooth real-valued functionsm m 1 2
satisfying the conditions
m m Ç mA t A t s y1, A t B t s 0, A t B t s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m
B t B m t s 0;Ž . Ž .m
Ž .2 N s 1
2 22 m mv s d x q g y a x q g , 36Ž .Ž . Ž .m 2 m 1
2 22 m mv s b x q C q c x q C , 37Ž .Ž . Ž .m 1 m 2
Ž m m. 2Ž 1 1.where g s g a x q d x g C R , R are arbitrary functions;i i m m
Ž .3 N s 2
Ž .a
22 m m m mv s y x q A t x q A t y B t x q A t , 38Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .m m m
Ž .where t s t x is determined in implicit way
Çmx q A t B t s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .m m
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Ž . Ž .A t , B t are arbitrary smooth real-valued functions satisfying the con-m m
ditions
m Ç Çm Ç ÇB t B t s y1, B t B t s 0, A t s R t B tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m m m
Ž . 1Ž 1 1.with an arbitrary R t g C R , R ;
Ž .b
22 m m m mv s y x q A t x q A t q b x q A t , 39Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . 4Ž .m m m
Ž .where t s t x is determined in implicit way
Çm m Çnx q A t A t q b b A t s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .m m n
Ž .A t are arbitrary smooth real-valued functions satisfying the conditionm
2
m mÇ Ç ÇA t A t q b A t s 0;Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /m m
Ž .c
2 2 22 m m mv s b x q C q c x q C q d x q C ; 40Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .m 1 m 2 m 3
Ž .4 N s 3
v 2 s y x q A t x m q A m t , 41Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m m
Ž .where t s t x is determined in implicit way
x q A t B m t s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .m m
Ž . Ž .A t , B t are arbitrary smooth real-valued functions satisfying the con-m m
ditions
Ç m mA t B t s 0, B t B t s 0. 42Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m m
II. e s 1
Ž .1 N s 0
v s a x m q C ; 43Ž .m 1
Ž .2 N s 1
2 22 m mv s a x q C y d x q C ; 44Ž .Ž . Ž .m 1 m 2
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Ž .3 N s 2
2 2 22 m m mv s a x q C y c x q C y d x q C ; 45Ž .Ž .Ž . Ž .m 1 m 2 m 3
Ž .4 N s 3
v 2 s x q C x m q C m . 46Ž . Ž .Ž .m m
III. e s 0, N s 0
A v x m q B v s 0,Ž . Ž .m
where A , B are arbitrary smooth real-valued functions such that A A mm m
s 0.
In the above formulae C , . . . , C are arbitrary real constants and0 3
a , b , c , d are arbitrary real constants satisfying the conditionsm m m m
a a m s yb b m s yc c m s yd d m s 1,m m m m
a b m s a c m s a d m s b c m s b d m s c d m s 0,m m m m m m
and dot over the symbol means differentiation with respect to t .
Ž . Ž .Let us emphasize that all the functions v x defined by formulae 35 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .36 , 38 , 39 , and 41 give rise to conditionally invariant Ansatze for theÈ
Ž . Ž .field u x of the form 25 . Using these one can construct broad families of
Ž .new non-Lie exact solutions even for such a well studied model as the
Ž w x.nonlinear wave equation see also 46 . Consider, for example, the confor-
mally invariant nonlinear wave equation
Iu s lu3. 47Ž .
The Ansatz
1r2m mu s w y x q A t x q A t ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .ž /m m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where t s t x is defined in 41 and A t , B t are arbitrary smoothm m
Ž . Ž . Ž .functions satisfying 42 , reduces 47 to an ODE for w s w v
d2w dw
y1 3q 3v s ylw .2 dvdv
y1r2 y1 Ž 2Two particular solutions of the latter w s l v and w s a v q
.y1lar8 , a s const give rise to two families of new exact solutions of the
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Ž .cubic wave equation 47
y1r2y1r2 m mu x s l y x q A t x q A t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m m
y12la
m mu x s a y x q A t x q A t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .m m8
Ž .Choosing arbitrary functions A t to be constant yields the well-knownm
Ž . w xexact solutions of 47 obtained in 45 within the symmetry reduction
Ž .routine. However, if A t are not constants, the constructed solutions arem
new and cannot be found using the symmetry reduction procedure.
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Thus introducing a rigorous definition of reduction of PDEs enables a
systematic treatment of the problem of studying interrelations between the
Ž . Ž .Ansatz direct and non-classical conditional symmetry approaches to
dimensional reductions of multi-dimensional PDEs. We have proved that
the direct approach, taken in a full generality, is equivalent to the non-
Žclassical approach provided some natural restrictions are met see Theo-
.rem 1 . When we say ``in a full generality'' we mean that the most general
form of the similarity Ansatz should be taken. For example, the Ansatz
Ž . Ž .25 is a particular case of the general similarity Ansatz for PDE 23
U x , u s w v x , u . 48Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Imposing the restrictions U x, u s u, v x, u s v x results in losing
some reductions. On the other hand, with this choice of the form of the
Ansatz we were able to get a full solution of the problem of constructing
Ž . Žthe corresponding conditionally invariant Ansatze of the form 25 seeÈ
Ž . Ž ..formulae 35 ] 46 , as the system of nonlinear determining equations for
Ž .v x proves to be integrable. Integrating it yields broad classes of princi-
pally new reductions and exact solutions for nonlinear wave equations
containing several arbitrary functions of one argument.
So both direct and nonclassical approaches can be used on equal footing
and the choice of one of them is, in fact, a matter of taste. Nevertheless,
the direct approach has an evident benefit of being comparatively simple,
since only some basics of the standard university course on partial differ-
ential equations are required for understanding and implementing it.
Another merit of the direct approach is its flexibility. A similarity Ansatz
can be easily modified in order to yield, for example, ``nonlinear separation
w x Ž w x.of variables'' in the spirit of 47 see also 21, 48 . However, if we wish to
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Ž Ž ..take into consideration the case of implicit Ansatze say, of the form 48 ,È
then the nonclassical approach is preferable. These points are illustrated
by the considerations of Section 5, where both approaches are applied to
the nonlinear wave equation and the direct method provides a shorter way
to obtain conditional symmetries of the equation under study.
The fact that we restrict our considerations to scalar PDEs, namely, to
PDEs with one dependent variable, is explained by the major difficulties
arising when handling systems of PDEs. The first problem is the fact that
different equations of the system may have different orders. Next, if the
number of equations is greater than the number of dependent variables,
there arises a natural question of compatibility of this system. However,
the implication conditional in¤ariance « reduction can be proved in
almost the same way as it is done for the case of a single PDE in Theorem
w x1 20 . The problem is how to modify the proof in order to establish a
validity of an assertion reduction « conditional in¤ariance. We post-
pone the investigation of this problem to our future publications.
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